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Homecoming 
weekend doubles as a 
recruitment tool 
pg.2A 
"Wh~n-you coach, · 
you've got a kid for 
four or five years, and 
that guy becomes like 
a son. When your son's 
been gone for over a 
year, to get them to 
come back and hug· 
them and love them is 
a huge deal." 
- Head Football Coach 
Paul Simmons, pg. 3B 
"Big Fish" promises 
heart-warming 
family tale 
pg. IC 
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Photo by LOREN WILLIAMS 
On Oct. 15, Debbie Wheeler, owner of Corner Gifts and Florist, shows one 
of the mums she made for the Homecoming court. Her business provided 
flowers for past Harding Homecoming and American Studies Institute events. 
Searcy florist crafts 01u01s 
for the Ho01eco01ing court 
AARON ALEXANDER 
asst. sports editor 
Harding events have a 
big impact on Searcy's local 
economy, and Homecoming 
is no exception. Buck Layne, 
president of Searcy Regional 
Chamber of Commerce, said 
Harding is a great partner 
in the local community, and 
the economy benefits from 
students and campus events, 
such as Homecoming. 
"You can tell by the sales 
tax report each quarter when 
an event was held on campus 
because there is a big hike in 
those numbers," Layne said. 
Homecoming welcomes 
alumni and students' families 
to Searcy and into the 
economy, but the preparations 
and events that are a part of 
Homecoming also require 
help from local businesses. 
Searcy's Corner Gifts and 
F1orist has provided the mums 
for the Homecoming court 
for about the last 10 years, 
according to owner Debbie 
Wheeler. 
"It's always a good 
thing to work in the 
Searcy community; 
you get outside the 
Harding bubble, 
and you get to 
meet people in the 
community." 
- Cassidy Ward, 
junior 
Wheeler said that her store 
will make up to 25 mums, one 
for every member of the court, 
as well as boutonnieres for their 
escorts. She said the exposure 
for doing the Homecoming 
mums has helped spread the 
news about her business to 
students. 
"A lot of students will come 
in after Homecoming and 
buy other arrangements or 
gifts from us, "Wheeler said. 
The Harding mums receive 
fresh Chrysanthemum flowers 
and are delivered the day of 
the football game, whereas 
mums made for other local 
high schools get silk flowers, 
according to Wheeler.Junior 
Cassidy Ward assists in putting 
the mums together. Ward 
has been working at Corner 
Gifts and Florist for nearly a 
year and said this is her first 
florist job. Ward said that 
she enjoys the opportunity to 
work off-campus and interact 
with the Searcy community. 
"It's always a good thing to 
work in the Searcy community; 
you get outside the Harding 
bubble, and you get to meet 
people in the community," 
Ward said. "Interacting with 
people not my age is fun." 
Comer Gifts and Florist am 
provides other arrangements 
for several Harding events like 
American Studies Institute 
speakers. 
HU Valley opens ar01s to 
students with ill parents 
HANNAH WISE it's building is something up with the slogan, "bloom 
student writer that I'm really excited about where you're planted," and the 
and looking forward to, " name for the organization, 
Two Harding students Bateman said. "It is hard according to Ford. 
have joined to create HU to go through it, but a lot "I think it is important 
Valley, an organization to of people go through it. So, to acknowledge that this 
support students who have we're not alone even though stinks," Ford said. "It is not 
one or more parents dealing we feel like it." what anyone would want 
with severe illness. 
"Just as we are to have happen, but we are The organization is a brought to Harding called to do more than just 
support group created by as a community of sit in the valley to bask and 
senior Hayley Ford and junior believers, I believe grieve. " 
Ally Bateman, and Sherry HU Valley can bring While the organization 
Pollard, assistant director of together a select will not be exclusive to 
the counseling center, is the community with s tud ent s d ealing with 
HU Valley sponsor. a shared focus cancer diagnoses, Ford said 
"God created us to be a .and find strength they have hoped to keep 
community," Pollard said. together to face the group centered around 
"Just as we are brought to whatever lies ahead." students with parents that 
Harding as a community 
- Sherry Pollard, have severe illnesses. 
of believers, I believe HU HU Valley sponsor "I think the difference 
Valley can bring together with parents is just that they 
a select ' community with Ford and Bateman spoke in have been the ones that raised 
a sh ared focus and find chapel with President Bruce you, instilled in you your 
strength together to face M cLarty to introduce the values and have taken care 
whatever lies ahead." new organization and talk of you," Ford said. "When 
Ford and Bateman decided about what it was like for your parent takes a turn for 
to start the group after finding the~ to have a parent be the worse healthwise, and 
out that each of them has a diagnosed with cancer. When you're the one taking care 
parent that was diagnosed Ford decided to begin the of them, that is just a very 
with cancer within the past organization with Bateman, confusing process." 
year, according to Bateman. she went to M cLarty for help T he first meeting was 
They started leaning on and guidance. Together, they Thursday, O ct . 18, and they 
each other for support and saw the need for the support will take place every two weeks 
understanding through that. group and began the steps in the Kibo room of Kibo 
"Just that strength that to create it. They also came Midnight O il Coffeehouse. 
0 
Musical, football, tailgate 
double as recruit01ent 
Homecoming invites prospective students 
JESSIE SMITH 
news editor 
While Homecoming 
welcomes alumni back to 
campus, the annual event 
also invites prospective 
students to try the Harding 
experience for themselves: 
Jana Rucker, vice president 
of university communication 
and enrollment, said 300 
to almost 1 ,000 future 
students and parents come to 
Homecoming with badges to 
identify prospective students 
registered for Bison Days or 
Black and Gold Days. Faculty 
and current students alike 
participate in the recruitment 
aspect of Homecoming, but 
alumni also bring in future 
students by sharing their 
stories. 
Harding University's 
Social Media Impact 
Harding's Largest Audience 
on Facebook are in the 
45-54 Age Group 
This Audience is Harding Alumni, Students' 
Parents and Other Family Members 
36% of Harding's lnstagram 
Followers are Ages 18-24 
lnstagram ,s Seen as the Most Likely 
Place to Reach Prospective Students 
about Half Alumni and 
/ Half Current Students 
"During Homecoming, .__ ___________________ __, 
there are so many alums 
that are excited to meet 
prospective students who are 
seeing campus for the first 
time," Rucker said. "They 
love telling their Harding 
story .... The prospective 
students are able to see and 
hear how special Harding is 
to so many. It shows them 
what they'll feel like in 10 
or 20 or even 50 years after 
they graduate." 
Bison Days a llows 
prospective students to spend 
a weekend meeting faculty 
and students while learning 
more about the university. 
Rucker said Homecoming 
Bison Days has so much 
more than the typical Bison 
Days. For those who do not 
want to visit during a big 
event due to crowds, Rucker 
said there is an added Bison 
Days in November this year 
and several Black and Gold 
Days, which are one- day 
recruitment events. 
"The prospective 
students are able to 
see and hear how 
special Harding Is to 
so many." 
- Jana Rucker, 
vice president 
of university 
communication and 
enrollment 
Junior Noah H ernbeck 
started visiting Harding 
when he was 10 years old. 
He and his family came for 
Homecoming and Spring 
Sing, and he said Harding 
felt like a second home. 
"Homecoming is a really 
great opportunity to just 
Data from HANNAH OWENS 
showcase the best aspects 
of Harding," Hembeck said. 
H ernbeck plans to attend 
the Homecoming musical, 
"Big Fish," and he said 
Harding has a good football 
culture, too. As a prospective 
student, Hernbeck said staying 
in the dorms allowed him 
to experience dorm life and 
meet older students. 
On O ct. 4, Hernbeck 
spoke to prospective students 
and their families about the 
Harding culture at an event 
in Nashville, Tennessee. 
"We are all recruiters," 
Hernbeck said. "Harding 
is very unique, and it has a 
very unique draw to it, and 
we can definitely use that 
to our advantage in a time 
when enrollment is down 
across the board." 
Social media is another 
way to both promote 
Homecoming and reach 
out to prospective students. 
Hannah Owens, director · 
of digital media, said her 
department plans t o put 
out Homecoming content 
on Facebook for alumni 
and content on Instagram 
for current and prospective 
students. 
"The social media content 
that I think will resonate most 
with prospective students is 
content that give, an authentic 
picture into what life as a 
Harding student will look 
like," Owens said. "Through 
photos, videos and words, we 
want to show real people and 
tell relatable stories so that a 
future student can envision 
Graphic by DARRIAN BAGLEY 
their own life as a Harding 
student through the people 
who are here now." 
"Recruitment is 
everybody's job 
here. We want to 
present the best 
possible experience 
when a student 
looks at Harding." 
- Liz Howell, 
vice president of 
alumni and parent 
relations 
Liz Howell, vice president 
of alumni and parent relations, 
said there are close to 100 
events in three days during 
Homecoming, and they try 
to offer a layered event that 
appeals to a broad audience. 
Along with the musical, 
athletic events and art shows, 
Howell said tailgating has 
become a.phenomenon. 
~ "Tailgating.has become a 
very big part olltomecoming," 
Howell saict.~"Jt creates an 
excitement and enthusiastic 
spirit throughout the campus." 
Before the football game, 
clubs set up booths in the 
area in front of the Ganus 
Activities Complex, now 
called Bison Park. Howell 
said tailgating took off about 
five years ago, and she said 
the leadership of the Student 
Association president and 
the clubs play a role in both 
tailgating and recruitment . 
"Re.crui.tment is everybody's 
job here,"Howell said. "We 
want to present the best 
possible exper~ence when a 
student looks at Harding." 
Photo by EMILY GRIFFIN 
Prospective students and their families tour Harding during a Black and Gold 
Day on Oct. 8. The Office of Admissions planned seven of these one-day 
events and five Bison Days weekends this school year. 
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With Club Week quickly approaching, there are many sentiments on campus 
regarding the social club process from both students in social clubs and not. 
After seven weeks of open houses and mixers, the process will come to a close 
with Club Week occuring Oct. 21-26. 
Club-less Club Week 
"\ ~ 7hen I first arrived at Harding back in 2015, I 
V V had a lot of questions. Why was going to 8 a.m. 
class suddenly so difficult? How did I get to the Reynolds 
building, and why was it so far from literally everything? 
What on earth was a Spring Sing? But most importantly, who 
were all of these people with ·Greek letters on their shirts? 
It didn't take me very long to learn that these "social 
clubs"were a key part oflife at Harding. Though recruiters 
and students alike had thrown around phrases like, "over 
half of our students aren't involved in social clubs," I was 
less than convinced. It seemed like everyone I met was 
either in a social club or looking to join one. 
So, I ran full-speed ahead into mixers, open houses and 
constant socialization for the first few weeks of school. Then 
came the moment of destiny: thud-round invitations. Loog 
$qtbort, l didn't receive an inff'tion &om the dubs 
1 WU looking to join. I'd me pretty itwtsted in the 
idea,.wnd it 1\QJr seemed lllitille «>imagine my future 
wlllM&t &hose jerseys. 
Qil, week wasn't easy 6»r me year. While I didn't 
hate pe with the cons cxhau • and lost voices 
'that my friends suffered, I did ~to square against one 
of my personal fears: being left OQt of something. 
Since the initial shock of my club week, I've dealt 
with my subsequent club-less club · two ways: the 
fintwu withdrawing completely and ~ing it wasn't 
happening. The second was participatl in as many of 
the featmties as I could. It's probably no s~ that the 
second option was way more fun. 
My sophomore year, most of my clul5 week was spent 
ituaydonn room, watching Nedlix and being angry that I 
Wl'll1lt iPtb.aecL Unfurtunately, this was pretty representative 
of~~e about clubs in general at that time in my 
J fijl been hurt by clubs, so I was quick to find fault 
"1e1jholc system. 
Bufty junior year, I'd toned down my crusade against 
decided to actually enjoy club week. I was able 
chant at all-club, bring my friends coffee 
when they needed it and enjoy a: !aqdy free 6:om 
homework. Instead of spending tlJ1 free time focusinc on 
what I was left out of, I spent some llll]ch-needed time witla 
friends who also weren't involved m cll,lbs, appttciadnlthe-
things I was able to be a part 0£ 
For people like me, it can be haRI to tiguR out~we 
fit in the grand scheme of Greek leuen. It•s haad to ftear 
your friends turn down weekend plaosinfiworof~ 
you weren't invited to. It's disappointingtoimitpicthat,au 
might not have an opportunity to dress up in fonnt,I 1'llir 
and take pictures on the Front Lawn. I found that for~ 
not being in a club allowed me to meet• Jot of~ 
people all over campus. I ended up really~JIIQt 
in a chili. But by participating in club events ana 
know people in clubs, I've also learned to see the benefits 
that everyone talks about. It actually is a great way to meet 
people and can be a valuable support system. 
But for people who are in clubs, I encourage you to 
notice the things that aren't perfect and to do what you can 
to build bridges between our two worlds. If there's a way 
to be there for all those people crying in the student center 
when they don't get a bid; if there's an opportunity to invite 
someone who doesn't have a club of their own to an event, 
--fake the time to consider the world from our perspective. 
While a club-less club week probably seems easy, breezy 
and beautiful, it presents a different set of challenges. The 
feeling of being left out - of not belonging - can be a 
deep blow to your personal identity and even your emotional 
stability. It can make you feel unwanted. So, this year, let's 
take this week to find little ways of reminding each and 
every person that they are treasured. When this random 
week in October is over, the only thing that will really matter 
is that we showed every person Christ's love, regardless of 
what they wear on Fridays. 
AWE HARBUCK is a guest writer for The Bison. 
She may be contacted at aharbuckOharding.edu. 
An Ode to Visitation 
tice or really any prior 
y limited in your ability to me 
· on, you could just put your sche on your door, 
off the · -4-~0rry about not being able to 
her, you could 
just not visit people during the times that you were busy, 
which was fine because )011 bad I whole week to meet 
ffl:l~.Butwk:h ~~~there was,no· 
~~ h couldn't~ when people could 
....._~ you -.,oe going t'O go visit other people; 
you ~ had to miA ou.t. 1bat meant that for those of 
~~•whole wcekt"om,etnew people but had 
~••s, we only hadllllf'l,e an hour, or maybe 
nc,rWi!MtjaJCOdo eo.. 
'lheodlord,lngalx>Utmtadoa'Wlfthat it was different. 
lt wudt lilactbe other miJlen. You Wllft able to meet the 
membenof tbeclub:10'1 'Mn joiaing1flierc they lived. You 
met them on their awn turf ad Oil their own time. For 
tmtR1UOA-1one,itwasmuchmcapeao,w. Besides that, 
it pR the old members of the dub the chance to practice 
laoepitality- t'O truly welc:ome in the new members -
mm to~.,_ where they lMd; t'O aeatc a deeper, more 
meaningful bond with each otha-ju1t ~ being able to 
sit ·th themandvisitaa~i.-:adoffeellngrushed 
to p _t to the next person before the nailer ends. 
Ma)d>e it's just me, but I feel like a special part of the 
club process was just tossed out by rq,lrl-.g visitation with 
afourth-;rouod mmr. Some of the cicpd!qf <00nection was 
lost, and franlcJy it was un&k t'O ~~ ~ady had 
unavoidable plans Tuaday ~~in the future, 
they'll find a way to ~ _.._ to fix some of 
its issues or perhaps just go bide to.~ altogether. 
ERIC TRAUGHBER ls•IIIINlt---forlheBlson. 
He maybe,contactedat.......,.lbll@INW'dlng.edu. 
Shifting 
Focus 
Kicking and 
Screaining 
Last Thursday, I played soccer for the first time in my entire life. I wish 
this was the beginning of one of those 
stories where the subject finds a hidden 
talent and discovers an unknown passion 
and true gift for the sport. 
This is not one of those stories. 
The one thing I discovered at last 
Thursday's division III women's social 
club soccer match is that there is a reason 
I've never played the sport before. I am 
absolutely terrible at soccer. I wasn't just a 
little awkward. I was an all-out trainwreck. 
I didn't sign up for club soccer from the 
beginning. I think deep down, part of me 
knew that it would be a travesty. However, 
our club was in need of substitute players 
this one particular evening, and I offered 
to stand in. In all honesty, I was convinced 
the game wouldn't happen; there was a high 
probability of rain all Thursday evening, and 
I assumed the game would be cancelled. 
I'll spare you the dismal details of my 
ineptitude; it wasn't a pretty sight. I totally 
missed the ball most times it was passed 
to me, and one of our opponents told me 
I was offsides multiple times, whatever 
that means. 
We ended up losing by six goals, which 
apparently is a pretty big deficit in soccer. 
I'm convinced the game would have been 
much closer had I not been on the field, but 
my teammates were graciously forgiving, 
and I walked off the field head held high 
with a smile on my face. 
I learned several lessons that night. 
First and foremost: soccer is hard. Not 
only do you run non- stop {ew), but you 
also have to be coordinated enough to 
control something with only your feet. It 
is essentially impossible. Second: rain does 
not necessarily equate to the cancellation 
of club sports. Third: anything can be fun if 
you surround yourself with positive people 
and decide to have a good time. ;( 
I learned one final lesson last Thursday, 
and this was certainly the toughest pill 
to swallow: I'm not going to be good at 
everything, and that's OK. For my whole 
life, I've felt like I have to be the best at 
everything. Ever since I won the second-
grade county spelling.bee, anything beneath 
first place has seemed like failure. 
Thursday night was an important 
reminder that life isn't a competition. 
There are competitive aspects, certainly; I 
lost that soccer game, fair and square. But 
life in its entirety is not a contest . We all 
have at least one thing we're really good at, 
and at least 17 things we're really bad at. 
As hundreds of alumni return to campus 
and many organizations ·and clubs celebrate 
the weekend with various reunions and 
activities, let's remember that Homecoming 
is not about who has the best tailgate or 
whose club was the coolest back in the 
day. Homecoming is a celebration, not a 
competition. We all have strengths; we all 
have weaknesses. Our individual differences 
are what make life interesting and what 
make Homecoming such a special event. 
So, if you're ever in need of an extra 
soccer player, put me in coach! I definitely 
won't be much help, but I'll certainly give 
it my best shot, kicking and screaming. 
staff 
EM ILY NICKS is the opinions editor 
for The Bison. She may be contacted 
at enicks@harding.edu. 
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AnOde 
to Nancy 
Hotnecotning 
hero . 
I've always thought of myself as the black sheep of my fumily- at least in the flock 
that is the grandkids on my mom's side of the 
family. My cousin Kari, however, will be quick 
to tell you that she is the black sheep. But I 
beg to differ. 
While the rest of my cousins and my brother 
preferred hunting, I preferred shopping. They 
preferred country music, and I preferred pop 
and indie. They wore camouflage, and I wore 
bright patterns. They were all on the high school 
homecoming court, and I was not. 
You've probably inferred by that second 
paragraph that I grew up in a rural town. I did, 
indeed. Pangburn, Arkansas, is a sm:ill, quiet 
town nestled 20 minutes north of Searcy. We 
sit on the banks of the Little Red River, and 
if we're lucky, on some mornings, the fog rolls 
down from the surrounding hills and creates 
a picturesque scene atop the river. There are 
only 601 of us that get the privilege of calling 
Pangburn home. 
My high school was small, too. I graduated 
with 47 other Pangburn Tigers, and we were 
all fiiends - or fiiendly, at least. The Pangburn 
Tigers didn't have a football team; so, when I 
came to Harding and celebrated Homecoming 
weekend with afootballg.une,I was experiencing 
a new way of doing things. We always had a 
15asketball homecoming. 
Like any homecoming celebration, we had 
your balloon arches. We had your poofy dresses 
and your faces full of makeup. We had the mom 
taking photos on a DSLR cUQCra she didn't 
know how to use, and we had grandparents 
taking photos on an iPad. It was homecoming, 
without a doubt. 
What we didn't have, however, was Kaleb 
walking in the homecoming court, unlike the 
rest of my cousins. Like I said - black sheq'. 
In order to escort a lovely lady in tKe 
homecoming court at1'angbµpi High School, 
you had to be a member of~ketball team. 
And ju~t as sure a bet as it is that your mom 
will leave the lens cap on the camera when 
your sister gets crowned homecoming queen, 
I was surely not on the basketball team - not 
after my failed pee-wee attempt at the sport 
that resulted in my broken arm. 
At the time, it wasn't a big deal. And, really, 
it's not now either. In lieu of my marching across 
the gym floor, hairs and heels at my side, I had 
opportunities to participate otherwise - like 
being on student council. We were in charge 
of decorating the gym floor for the ceremony, 
which occurred between the two senior-high 
basketball games, and you better believe I 
donned my best white and red dress shirt, my 
finest denim and my new brown leather shoes 
for my decorating duties. 
I might not have had the chance to escort 
a classmate in the court, but you know I was 
strutting my stuff as I carried that balloon arch 
out onto the court. Black sheep I might be, 
but I wasn't about to not be a part of the show. 
Remember when I said present-me is not 
worried about my homecoming exclusion? 
Well, I'm not, thank you very much. But all I'm 
saying is that if Harding were to have a male 
homecoming court right alongside the women 
who will be walking on the field Saturday, I 
might throw my hat in the ring. And if you 
see an online petition going around advocating 
for the addition of a male homecoming court 
to the weekend's festivities, you might know 
its source. 
I'm not asking for the crown. I'm really not. 
(Although, couldn't you just imagine a shining 
crown atop my head, paired with my best black 
and gold dress shirt,.my finest denim and my 
new brown leather shoes?) All I'm asking for 
is a chance to make the homecoming court, to 
take the field as my cousins took to the court 
years back. I'm asking for a chance to let Kari 
take the title of the black sheep, to regain my 
status among my family. I'm asking for a shot 
at redemption, that's all - for a chance to be 
the Homecoming hero. 
KALEB TURNER is the editor-in-chief 
for The Bison. He may be contacted 
at kturner3@harding.edu. 
Twitter: kalebaturner 
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A little 
respect goes a 
long way 
It was the first semester of my sophomore year when I clearly remember sitting 
down to study at on-campus Starbucks. 
T h ere is always just as much talking as 
studying going on there, and I remember 
distinctly heating someone ask another 
person the very common question: "What 
is your major?"While this question is easily 
asked somewhere on campus every day of 
the year, the response to the answer was 
not as common. 
The student answered the question with 
"social work," to which the stud<:;nt who 
asked, said "Wow, wh at do you do with 
all of your free time?" I was disappointed. 
How could someone be so forward? What 
would they accomplish by asking a question 
like that? 
While the social work student played it 
offTm sure, the rest of the story is unknown 
to me. I just remember thinking about all 
of the possibilities of responses that could 
have been given and were not. Disrespect 
in regard to someone's life choices is not 
uncommon. It may not be in putting someone 
down for their major, but picking another 
person apart for how they act, who they are 
friends with and even -.,hat they believe in. 
It is a trap that we all too often fall into. 
"No, not everyone has the same 
vision for their life, but Isn't 
that what makes deciding for 
yourself what you want to do, so 
unique? 
- Jed Myers, 
student writer 
No, every major is not the same. No, 
not every person has to accumulate specific 
facts or memorize every bone in the skeletal 
system. No, not everyone has the same 
vision for their life, but isn't that what 
,~-
' Q. .,_,c. 
1" 
; 
Illustration by JOHN DAVID STEWART 
makes deciding for yourself what you want 
to do, so unique? 
Each degree takes a different type of 
person - some who can easily do one 
thing might very well struggle with another 
simply because they are different types 
of work. To the social work student that 
was disrespected that day in Starbucks, I 
would say props to you for what you will 
do, because it is something that I could 
never pursue myself. To anyone else who 
has had a similar encounter because of his 
or her degree, I would say kudos to you for 
knowing yourself well enough to make the 
choice best suited for your future. 
I do not, however, want to seem as though 
I am above this. We all at different times, 
for whatever the reason, put others down 
maybe in an effort to feel more secure about 
ourselves or to be funny. It's not always 
easy, and we will not ever be perfect when 
it comes to treating others respectfully. Yet, 
by remembering that we all are different 
people with different talents and aspirations, 
we can all hopefully come to the conclusion 
J ED MYERS is a student writer 
for The Bison. He may be con-
tacted at jmyers6@harding.edu. 
What's Yotir Opinion? 
Contact Emily Nicks at enicks@harding.edu to voice your thoughts and opinions. 
Because my parents bought and sold antiques as a hobby, I'm a big fan of 
the History Channel series "Pawn Stars." 
Our family was nothing like the endlessly 
bickering Harrisons on the show, but I never 
get tired of seeing the quirky items that find 
their way into the Las Vegas pawn shop. The 
lively negotiations always take me back to 
my days helping Mom and Dad run their 
booth at a show in Atlanta, where learning to 
bargain with customers shaped me into the 
shrewd operator you know and love today. 
In case you don't watch the series - now 
in its 15th season - the family dynamics 
among the Pawn Stars often upstage the 
history lessons when vintage gems are brought 
in for sale.Until his death this past summer, 
the patriarch was Richard "The O ld Man" 
Harrison, a cranky ex- Navy officer who 
opened the Gold & Silver Pawn Shop with 
his son Rick in 1989. 
A lovable grump who put the mud in 
"curmudgeon," the tank in "cantankerous" 
and the surly in "miserly," Harrison had 
been called "The O ld Man" since he was 38. 
H e was a cagy negotiator who drove classic 
cars, came in early to work and trash- talked 
his family and staff. Much of the abuse was 
aimed at shop employee, Churnlee Russell, 
a breezy millennial whose clueless antics 
and laid-back approach to work made him 
an easy target. 
On an episode from 2013, a man brings a 
Banksy Bill into the pawn shop, demanding 
Sl,000 for what is clearly a counterfeit 
British 10-pound note. For all his supposed 
ignorance of history and antiques, Chumlee 
is hip to certain contemporary collectibles, 
and immediately recognizes the work of 
Banksy, the famously anonymous street artist. 
Just the Clax 
Fram ed for Fraud 
ichael Claxton 
Yes, I am aware that the phrase "famously 
anonymous"is an oxymoron. It is part of the 
high literary art that readers have come to 
expect from this column. 
Banksy created these bills in 2004 and 
paid someone to throw a wad of them into 
the crowd during a London street carnival, 
and now they are sought after by collectors. 
It is priceless watching Churnlee trying to 
convince The Old Man to spend real money 
on fake money. Only after a local art expert 
authenticates the forgery is the shop willing 
to pay up. 
I had never heard of Banksy before seeing 
this episode. It turns out that he's been spray-
painting protest graffiti all over the world 
for more than two decades. A satirist who 
loves sticking his artistic thumb in the eye 
of the establishment, Banksy usually does 
the unexpected. 
Yes, I am aware that it is a contradiction 
to say that one "usually does the wiexpected." 
Please don't interrupt me anymore. I'm on 
a roll. 
Banksy once climbed into the penguin 
cage at the London Zoo and spray-painted 
"We're bored of fish" on the wall. He once 
held a gallery exhibition of his work, with 
200 live rats running around the floor. H e 
even wallpapered a live elephant. If Salvador 
Dali were alive today, he'd be rolling in his 
grave with envy. 
OK, I stole that one from Yogi Berra. 
Even if you didn't know the name Banksy, 
you've probably seen the viral video from a 
few weeks ago when a piece of his artwork 
sold at Sotheby's in London for Sl.4 million. 
Seconds after the gavel came down on his 
iconic "Girl with Balloon," something surreal 
happened. An alarm beeped, and the stencil 
print slowly started to drop, passing through a 
shredder that the artist had secretly installed 
in the frame. 
Auction goers were stunned. What 
once was a multi-million-dollar artwork 
now looked like the world's most expensive 
party streamers. A few days later, the artist 
himself released a_ statement to gloat over 
his practical joke, one that exposed the 
pretensions of both art sellers and art buyers. 
Of course, the jury is still out on whether 
the stunt decreased or increased the print's 
value. Some have even charged Sotheby's 
with colluding with the artist to pull off the 
caper. The auctioneer denies the claim, and 
Robert Mueller may look into it. 
Meanwhile, the buyer is going through 
with the purchase and feels the print is worth 
double what she paid, since it is now both 
an original piece and a tangible moment of 
performance art. Which means that someone 
will soon be tempted to forge a shredded 
Banksy. I wonder: would such a work be 
called a rip-off? Will the artist 's reputation 
be in tatte.rs? If you tried to prove the fraud, 
would there be a shred of evidence? 
Don't bother. I'll show myself out. 
MICHAEL CLAXTON is a guest 
writer for The Bison. He can be 
contacted at mclaxto1@harding.edu. 
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Delusional 
Optimism 
Cotning 
Hotne 
I never understood homecoming 
in high school. 
Maybe it was just that I hated 
school dances. Maybe it was that my 
high school was very bad at football 
and consistently lost its homecoming 
game. Maybe it was the weird dress 
days. I'm not really sure. 
At the end of the day though, I 
lmow one question is at the heart of 
my confusion about homecoming's 
significance: Why would anyone 
want to "come home" to their high 
school? 
Home is a strange place. Growing 
up, home was our parents house. 
It was the place we ate our meals 
and slept at night. Then we got to 
college, and home became something 
completely different. Sure, we sleep 
in our dorm or apartment beds most 
every night, but this place is not 
home in the same way our parent's 
house was. 
When I spent a semester at HUG 
a year ago, home took on another 
meaning. I learned how to be "at 
home"with people,notwith a place. 
Coming back from that semester, 
I created a new definition of home. 
It isn't a physical place, or even the 
place where you are most comfortable. 
Home is the place where you know 
you are not alone. 
This weekend, alumni more 
than 50 years removed from their 
days at Harding will return to see 
old friends, recount fond memories 
and remember they are not alone. 
That same feeling can be felt on 
the field as well as off. Players will 
consistently admit they play better 
at home because ofthe suppru:t ~ 
feel from their fans. 
Even the fans can feel that same 
sense of unity when cheering for their 
favorite teams. There is something 
about sports that brings people 
together and reminds them they 
are not alone. Win or lose, entire 
communities can be strengthened by 
their common love for a local team. 
In New Orleans, following· 
Hurricane Katrina, the New Orleans 
Saints were temporarily forced to move 
to San Antonio and Oklahoma City 
because their stadium, the Superdome, 
was being used as a relief shelter. 
The community was in shambles. 
Riots filled the streets as the city fell 
under martial law. The community 
was begging for something to bring 
it back to normalcy. 
More than a year after the 
hurricane, on a Monday night in 
the Big Easy, the Saints finally 
returned home. The streets were 
filled with exuberant fans ready to 
see their team take the field against 
the rival Falcons. 
Early in the game, safety Steve 
Gleason blocked a punt and returned 
it for a touchdown. A city rejoiced. 
I watched family members and 
friends weep. 
For one night, New Orleans was 
rebuilt, and many ofits residents felt 
they were finally home. 
In cities like St. Louis, San Diego 
and Oakland, fans will never get 
that same luxury. Owners reached 
deals to move the Rams, Chargers 
and Raiders, and in the process, they 
have robbed the communities of 
the home that so many have come 
to lmow: the place where they do 
not feel alone. 
American sports fans are having 
their "homes" foreclosed and being 
forced to relocate their fandom. If 
this continues, oommunities bound in 
common support of sports will falter. 
It is time to bring sports franchises 
home. Seattle needs the SuperSonics. 
Montreal needs the Expos. And 
sports fans across the country need 
the chance to come home. 
JACK ALLEN is the head 
sports editor· for the Bison. 
He may be contacted at 
jallen1 O@harding.edu. 
A HARDING UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATION 
JACK ALLEN 
head sports editor 
In a matchup of differing styles, 
the Harding Bisons (5-2) will look 
to record only its second home win 
of the season when they take on 
the Northwestern Oklahoma State 
University (NWOSU) Rangers (3-4) 
tomorrow at 2 p.m. The contest will 
also be the Bisons'Homecominggame. 
Harding is lmown for its triple-
option style offense, which focuses 
on grinding down opponents with a 
consistent, downhill running game. 
This style has helped Harding gain 
the second most rushing yards in 
NCAA Division II (330.7 yards 
per game). 
S-ophomore running backs 
Tristan Tucker and Cole Chancey 
have led the Bisons on the ground 
thus far. Each average more than 60 
rushing yards per game; however, 
the Bisons have spread the team's 
carries throughout the season. Six 
Bisons have carried the ball more 
than 30 times this season. 
Harding's bruising style will be 
matched this weekend by the Rangers' 
spread offense, which aims to open 
up the field and take advantage of 
the team's speed. 
"They've got a quarterback that's 
really athletic and a lot of team speed," 
Harding Head Football Coach Paul 
Simmons said. "We are going to a 
try our best to get after them and 
make it a long day for them." 
From that spread set, the Rangers 
execute a far more balanced offense 
than the Bisons. Last week against 
Arkansas Tech University, they ran 
the ball 40 times and attempted 41 
asses on their 81 j)fays on offense. 
As a result, NWOSU enters the 
game ranked fourth in the GAC in 
rushing yards (165.1 yards per game) 
and eighth in passing yards (174.6 
~ per game). The Rangers ~tched 
quarterbacks two weeks ago, and the 
team's new signal caller,junior Cesar 
Northwestern Oklahoma State defensive lineman 
Jimmie Pace intercepts a pass during a game on 
Oct. 13. Pace is the reigning Co-Defensive Player 
of the Week in tt'!e~Great·American Conference. 
De Leon, has led them to two straight 
wins over East Central University 
and Arkansas Tech University. 
This year, the Bisons are only 
1-2 at home with both home losses 
coming against nationally ranked 
opponents. Their only win comes 
against Oklahoma Baptist University, 
who is currently only one win ahead 
of last place in the Great American 
Conference (GAC). Simmons said 
he thinks this week's atmosphere will 
help lift the team to victory. 
"It's awesome having that huge 
crowd there," Simmons said. "The 
energy and passion that is shown ... 
it means a lot to our guys." 
NWOSU has never won a game 
in Searcy. 
Harding enters the game as clear 
favorites. The Bisons currently sit in 
first place in the GAC in scoring 
offense (37.4 points per game) and 
second in scoring defense (12.9 
points per game). The Rangers are 
ranked eighth in both categories. 
Ptioto COtJrtr.sy OLIVIA BROCK 
Despite the clear difference in 
scoring between the two teams, the 
Rangers carry momentum into this 
week's matchup. NWOSU has won 
two straight games, and in their win 
against Arkansas Tech, the Rangers 
held the Wonder Boys scoreless, 
winning 21-0. The Rangers also 
came close to beating Ouachita 
Baptist University, who beat Harding 
two weeks ago. They lost 21-29 in 
week one. 
For the Rangers to have a chance 
in Saturday's game, they will have 
to win the turnover battle. Harding 
has done a good job taking care of 
the ball this season, turning it over 
only nine times, putting them second 
in the GAC. 
NWOSU, however, will look 
to continue its ballhawking play 
from a week ago. The Rangers 
forced five turnovers in that game. 
Editor's prediction: 
Harding 56 -NWOSU 17 
By The Numbers 
A statistical breakdown of the Homecoming game 
5-2 Record 3-4 
(1) 37.4 Scoring Offense 21.1 (8) 
(4) 389.4 Total Offense 339.7 (9) 
(1)330.7 Rushing Yards 165.1 (4) 
(12) 58.7 Passing Yards 174.6 (8) 
(3) +5 
(2) 12.9 
(1) 219.0 
Turnover Margin 
Scoring Defense 
Total Defense 
-1 (T6) 
24.0 (5) 
370.9 (8) 
(1) 80.6 Rushing Defense 157.1 (6) 
(3) 138.4 Passing Defense 213.7 (10) 
•( ) = Rank in GAC 
Harding players to watch 
Sophomore running back Tristan Tucker: 
Tucker is a walking first down. He averages 9. 7 yards per carry this season 
while being just fourth on the team in carries.Tucker leads the team in total 
rushing yards and is tied for second on the team with .five touchdowns. 
Look for Tucker to rattle off some big carries this weekend. 
Sophomore running back Taylor Bissell: 
For a team that does not throw a lot, Bissell is Harding's "dual threat" 
running back. Bissell leads the team in receiving yards and averages almost 
35 yards per catch. He is also tied for fourth on the team in rushing 
yards and averages over eight yards per carry. Look for him to stretch the 
Rangers defense. 
Senior defensive back Dra Smith: 
A strong performance from your defensive backfield is key when facing a 
spread offense, and Smith ~s the leader of Harding's defensive backs. He 
leads the team with two interceptions, including one he returned for a 
touchdown. He is also tied for third on the team in tackles for loss with 
three. Smith's play will be important both m stopping the run and the pass. 
NWOSU players to Watch 
Junior linebacker Maurice Wright Jr.: 
Wright Jr. enters the game second in the GAC with 80 tackles. Last week 
against Arkansas Tech University, he recorded 13 tackles, including three 
for loss. If the Rangers hope to slow down Harding's potent rushing 
offense, they will need strong play from their linebackers. 
Senior defensive lineman Jimmie Pace: 
Pace turned in a huge performance last week against Arkansas Tech 
University, causing him to be named GAC Co-Defensive Player of the 
Week. Pace had eight tackles, a sack, a forced fumble and an interception. 
Pace will be a big part of the Rangers plan to keep the Bisons from 
rushing outside. 
Junior quarterback Cesar D e Leon: 
Since assuming the role of starting quarterback, De Leon has led the 
Rangers to two consecutive wins. He has thrown for four touchdowns and 
only one interception. His longest completion in those games, however, is 
only 25 yards. The Rangers will need him to spark some big plays if they 
hope to keep up with the Bisons. 
Harding's Record in Review 
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Photo by STERLING MCMICHAEL 
The Harding volleyball team prepares for their match against Southern Arkansas University on Sept. 20 
at the Rhodes-Reaves Field House. Harding won 3-0 and, as of press time, were undefeated at home. 
Keeping eyes on the prize 
Harding volleyball team keeps goal of winning 
' through highs and lows of the season 
Southwestern Oklahoma "To win it all in the end, hungry for it, and I'm excited 
KYLIE JONES State University on Oct. we have to be able to play to see when we get back 
student writer 5. Fear said she believes it good volleyball - our best there if I will see that same 
Harding University's would have been a different volleyball," Fear said. "No type of urgency, hunger and 
Lady Bisons Volleyball outcome had it been a home matter what the external drive that I did last year," 
team currently sits atop the game. circumstances are, but to Fear said. 
Great American Conference "They just weren't as rise above that and still play Lake said due to the 
(GAC) standings, as of press sharp as they needed to be in at our best level of playing." amount of time the team 
time. However, in out-of- someo~e else's environment," Senior defensive specialist spends together during the 
conference play, the team Fear said. Taylor Lake said the NCAA season, they have all become 
lost seven matches, which Senior middle blocker Zoe Championship is their close to one another, which 
Head Volleyball Coach Hardin said the loss makes ultimate goal. Hardin said is seen in how well they work 
Meredith Fear said were a it even more important to it is especially important to together. 
result of the team's difficult win the remaining conference win this year because half of "We all have common 
schedule. games in order for the team the team are seniors, meaning goals and interests which is 
"Seeing that tougher to go on to the tournament this is their last chance to really beneficial," Lake said. 
competition really helped and make it to the NCAA accomplish that goal. Hardin agrees that everyone 
us have a good strength Championship. Hardin said Fear said her goal for the is just as much friends on the 
going into conference play," the team has a number of team this season is to make court as they are off the court, 
Fear said. little things to work on, but it back to the conference which makes the transition 
The team is 10-1 in they specifically need to start tournament, where the team onto the court easier, and it 
conference play. Their only running a quicker offense and finished fifth last season. makes them want to work 
conference loss came against pick up the defense. "I think they are really harder for one another. 
PLAYERS 
ONLY 
David Rampey 
The 'old guys' 
"Players Only~ is a special column, written by Harding athletes. 
In this week's column: Harding baseball alumnus David Rampey _ 
reflects on why the Bison alumni game is important to him. 
During the time I was playing as a student athlete, I looked 
forward to the alumni game. At that time, we actually played 
the "old guys. "I remember the kinship formed with those that 
came before us and them still putting up a great fight. I looked 
forward to meeting them, talking about their "glory days" and 
their encouragement for the upcoming season. 
For years after I graduated, there was no alumni game. I 
desperately wanted to go back and do what the alumni had 
done for me. Fmally, [Head Baseball Coach Patrick] McGaha 
rekindled the tradition, and I was all in. I had not been back to 
Harding since I graduated. The first time I came back, I was in 
awe of what the program had been up to.Jerry Moore Field 
was no longer an afterthought, but a beautiful representation 
of baseball in its purest form. The facilities were impressive--
the kind I dreamed of while playing. Those of us that played 
together laughed all day of what we used to play on, how we had 
to soak up the water after a rain with egg crates and five-:gallon 
buckets for hours just to be able to play that afternoon. Now, it's 
a complete and utter source of pride to say I once played here. 
While playing, I quickly realized I was now one of the 
"old guys,"but so was everyone else. I've seen 22-72 year olds 
competing fiercely on that field. I literally had more fun that 
day than I'd had in 10 years, regardless of what kind of a fool 
I made of mysel£ I was able to see some of my old teammates, 
coaches and even a few fans from yesteryear and relive for a 
short time what it felt like to be 20 again. The comaraderie was 
special. Baseball gives you that and so much more. 
Every year, I circle that date on my calendar and nothing gets 
in myway. You never know who might show up that you haven't 
seen or talked to in years. Or you might not know them at all, 
but that changes in minutes. The current players and coaches 
are there to watch and laugh and support alongside you. On 
occasion, they might even humor you and say "great play or hit." 
They listen intently to your stories (not sure if they believe all 
of them or not), and at the end of the game, we circle up, give 
a few words of wisdom and encouragement to the players and 
coaches and then do what very few programs are noted for: 
pray. What a special place, time and event. I encourage all past 
Bison baseball alumni to come and share in this extraordinary 
bond that has been created by our sport and our University. 
You won't regret it. 
7he Harding baseball alumni game will take place at Jerry M0<1re 
Field immediately fallowing the Homecomingfaotball game on 
Oct. 20. Al/former Bison baseball players are invited to participate. 
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The 1997 Harding baseball team finished with a 
19-28-1 record and qualified for the national 
tournament, where they went 2-2. 
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A bass An alligator gar A whale A big bass A blue gill 
"Shrek" "The Greatest "Annie" "The Lion King" "Mamma Mia" Showman" 
Team LeBron New Orleans Dallas Mavericks Golden State Golden State Pelicans Warriors Warriors 
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In the Family 
Real-life father and son duo of 
"Big Fish" takes the stage 
NORA JOHNSON 
features editor 
"Big Fish," this year's Homecoming musical, illustrates the 
relationship between a father and his son through present-
day events and flashbacks. Within the cast, the show also 
includes a real-life father-son team: Luke and Joel Hoggard. 
Luke, a second-grader at Harding Academy, plays "Young 
Will Bloom," the past-day version of the same character 
played by senior Daniel Norwood. Joel, a local real estate 
agent, appears as several characters throughout the musical, 
including a scout master and a circus performer. 
"Luke was the best fit for the role because of his talent and 
his look and size," Cindee Stockstill, the musical's producer, 
said. "We decided to add Joel into the show in some scenes 
to highlight good father-son relationships." 
According to Stockstill, "Big Fish" brings to life the 
"fish tales" Will Bloom heard all his life from his father, 
Edward Bloom, played by sophomore Max Ross. Unlike 
the Hoggards, the Blooms have a strained relationship, and 
have had one for a long time. While their relationship is 
not reflected in that of their characters, the Hoggards said 
they have seen a few parallels. 
"Luke's character plays with a constant eye roll toward 
his dad," Joel said. "I'm pretty sure Luke didn't need much 
motivation to identify with his character there." 
Neither Luke nor Joel are new to Harding performances. 
"Big Fish" audience members may recognize Luke from 
his role as "Little Jake" in last year's H omecoming musical, 
"Annie Get Your Gun," or from his participation in several 
Spring Sing shows. Joel, along with his daughter (and Luke's 
sister) Isabel, was in "Shrek the Musical" in 2014. This 
year, however, is the first ti~ e Joel and Luke hive ~hired 
the stage. The Hoggards said they have enjoyed preparing 
for the musical together, though the process has not been 
without ,challenges. 
"Initially, it took some self-control to not try and correct 
him up on stage," Joel said. "Cindee Stockstill was quick to 
tell me that she and ['Big Fish' director] Ben Jones were in 
'"Wow, she's married,' could be heard 
along with cheers from the crowd at the 
Homecoming Pep Rally, Oct. 29, when 
Lisa Bartee was crowned Homecoming 
queen. 
Being only the second married queen 
to be crowned at Homecoming in the 
history of Harding, Lisa said, 'It was 
a very special honor to be chosen as a 
candidate by the football team and as a 
· queen by the school."' 
Petit J eari Yearbook 
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Photo by EMILY GRIFFIN 
Luke and Joel Hoggard rehearse for "Big Fish," this year's Homecoming musical on Oct. 15. Both 
Hoggards have been in Harding productions before, but are sharing the stage for the first time this year. 
charge of~s acting, and that my job was to be a cheerleader 
and encourager." 
Several times a week throughout the semester, the Hoggards 
joined the rest of the "Big Fish" cast for rehearsals. Though 
the schedules of a real estate agent and second-grader differ 
greatly from those of college students,Joel said the cast and 
crew were understanding of their time. 
"The director and the producer have done a great job of 
really only having us there when they need us, because ~Ylce 
is so young,"Joel said. 
Stockstill said that while Luke is young, his talent and 
supportive family create the perfect combination for a young 
cast member. 
"Joel and Luke are an excellent example of how a father-
son relationship is supposed to work," Stockstill said. "It has 
been fun watching them interact both on stage and off." 
Then & Now: Alumni 
reflect on Homecoming 
MADISON EDWARDS 
student writer 
Klay Bartee, professor of marriage and family therapy, and his wife Lisa Bartee have 
been involved with Harding since 1978, when they enrolled as students at the university. 
The Bartees met the first day of their sophomore year, began dating Sept. 21 and were 
married J uly 14 of the next year. E ach year, H omecoming festivities offer the Bartees an 
opportunity to reflect on the impact the event had on their H arding stories. 
Klay played football for the Bisons, and Lisa loved attending the games. In 1981, Lisa 
was nominated by the football team to be a representative on the Homecoming court. To 
her surprise, Lisa was chosen by the student body as the H omecoming queen. 
"It was such an honor, and I did not expect to be chosen queen," Lisa said. "I was just 
glad to be nominated and be a part of everything." 
. Lisa's crowning placed her in a unique position among previous H omecoming queens. 
Not onlywas she a student 
and, for the second time in 
· H arding's history, a married 
queen, but had also recently 
become a mother. 
"I believe to this day I am 
the only queen chosen who 
had a child," Lisa said. "Our 
son, Kris, was about one year 
old at the time." 
Lisa graduated in 1982 
with her Bachelor of Science 
in nursing, and Klay in 1983 
with h is Bachelor of Arts 
in education . Even after 
g r aduating, the Bartees 
remained connected to the 
Bison football team. Klay 
coached the team for 23 years 
until retir ing two seasons 
ago. Today, he remains on 
Harding's staff as a profesior 
in the marriage and family 
therapy program and counselor 
in the counseling center. 
"Thankfully, they still let 
me hang around on game 
day," Klay said. 
Photos courtesy of 
KLAY AND LISA BARTEE 
_,,, 
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Living the Dream 
The Kees find their way back home 
Photos by EMILY GRIFFIN 
David and Paige Kee stand outside their Legacy Park home with their dog Fred on Wednesday, Oct. 10. The Kees have designed their home to fit their 
specific preferences - large island for hosting college students, wider hallways, a joint patio they share with their parent-in-laws and taller counter tops. 
KENDALL CARWILE her husband were interested. leaning down to brush your According to David, they were being close to students. across the Front Lawn while 
lifestyle editor However, by the end of the teeth or do things, which to planning their Wednesday "Accessibility to students everyone else is asleep, because 
Life has come full circle meeting, Paige's parents where me seems much more logical." night devo before they even and accessibility fi:om students, I go to work early," David said. 
for David and Paige Kee who the first to tum in a deposit to They were also able to designed their home. you know, so many professors "I get to walk that beautiful 
reserve a lot in Legacy Park. include things in their home Their love for students is think we are crazy,"Paige said. walk; it's awesome to be able 
after returning to Searcy six Th After reserving their own that they had not had in a big reason they love living " e last place they would to do that." 
Years ago, find themselves l D 'd d p d b k d b Th K li b ot, av1 an aige were previous resi ences. on campus. want to e is smac a in e ees ·vein etween 
living in their dream home able to design their home "We have never had an Senior exercise science the middle of campus, but we both sets of parents-in-law, 
between their parents-in-law. exactly how they wanted and island, so we went for a big major Jenny Gomez has are the exact opposite. So this and they absolutely love it 
And theycouldnotbehappier. with features that met their island," Paige said. "Our been attending the Kees is a dream come true to be Paige said. Since they both 
The Kee' s fl rs t heard specific preferences. favorite thing to do is have Wednesday night Bible study on campus. We love Harding have a close relationship with 
about the plans for Legacy "We love every part; we college students over so it was since the beginning of last so much, and we loved our their parents, having them 
Park when Chancellor David really love it. When I'm doing about incorporating space for year. According to Gomez time at Harding so much and live close is ideal. 
Burks held an informational stuff, I think 'I'm so glad we college students, and what the Bible study has given her getting to live on campus. It "I'm really, really close 
meeting for all interested Dr. did that,'" Paige Kee said. they like is food around the a church family. is just awesome." to my parents, so I get to 
David Kee, assistant professor "Like for example, we made island, hanging around the "I always look forward One of David's favorite see them every day and that 
ofbusiness administration and the hallways really wide. They island, and plenty of seating." to W ednesd_ays; I love to parts about living on campus doesn't usually happen to 
Paige Kee, adjunct professor are wider because those little Hat.ing students over show up early and stay late," is being able to walk to work people after college," Paige 
attended the meeting along things make a smaller house was an important part in the Gomez said. "It is a great and the easy access living on said. "We get to take care of 
with Paige's pJrcpts who, lookbiggersowalkingdown designsofthehomeaccording time. The Kees have been a campus brings. each other." 
according to Paige, wen-, jl fhe hallways isn't tight, it's to Paige. In their previous huge blessing in my life and "My walk to work from Living in a great location 
only supposed to be then~ ,OOmy. We made our counters. . home, they always wanted I love them dearly." here to the business building surrounded by favorite people 
to come and hear about the. in the bathroom and kitchen to have a Wednesday night The Kees have different takes me all across campus, sounds like a dream, and the 
development because her and higher than usual so you aren't devo but never had the space. outlook when it comes to so imagine every day walking Kees are living it. 
Sophomores Allie Scott and Max Ross perform the song "Daffodils" from 
the Homecoming musical "Big Fish" on Tuesday, Oct. 16. The production 
used projections to show fields of daffodils and other technical aspects. 
ELIZABETH SHORES 
Compiredtotlx:typical~ and also able to have images 
beat reporter hours required for a traditional projected onto them. 
set, Jones said this production "It's technically and 
The Harding University required more man hours emotionally very different fi:om 
Department of Theatre's for fewer people, explaining any show we have attempted 
Homecoming production of that with a normal set, many before, and I think it's going to 
"Big Fish" and the people students can get together to surprise the audience in a very 
behind it are attempting to paint backdrops, whereas this positive way," Arbuckle said. jfj 
capture its larger-than-life was not the case with "Big 
"Big Fish" is also quite quality on a scale that they Fish." Each projected image 
have never attempted before. needs to be manually adjusted different in tone than other 
BenJones,as.5istan.tpro~r on a computer in order to be musicals that Harding has 
of theatre and technical director projected on a large scale in the produced before. 
ofBig Fish,said that while the George S. Benson Auditorium. "What is different about 
theatre department has used Junior Sarah Arbuckle, a this show is that it takes on 
projections in musicals before, theatre design and production the very serious message 
they have never done anything major, said she started working and the very serious world h c ' 
on this scale. with the theatre department surrounding this father and son 
The musical will utiliz.e ~ on making artistic choices for relationship, "Jones said "It has ; 
large-scale projectors to display the musical over the summer. a very serious tone to it, and in 
images and backgrounds for Arbuckle said the artistic goal the midst of all that it has this 
the play. By using projectors, for this production of "Big F JSh." very classical,American music 
the theatre department will be was to figure out how to mix 
stage musical feel of'let's do 
able to move away from static the realism with the fantasy. 
backgrounds and use moving According to Arbuckle the a song and dance number."' 
scenes to display sets.Jones said fantasy aspect of the musical "Big F 1Sh" will show in the 
the idea to use projectors for this would be achieved through George S. BensonAuditoriuin 
production was a collaborative the projections, which required on Oct. 19 and Oct. 20. 
decision between himself and the production crew to design To purchase tickets online, 
Britt Lynn, associate professor the set in such a way that it is go to at www.hardingtickets. 
of theatre and the set designer composed both of set pieces com or go to the alumni office 
for the production. that are beautiful on their own from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
. 
. 
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A HARDING UNIVERSITY STUDENT PUBLICATION 
? 
online ot thelink.hording.edu ~
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THE HEROES OF THE STORY 
Get to know members of the Homecoming musical's cast and crew 
Julia Goddard as 
__ _.... -The Witch" 
,opbomore 
muslcma;or 
I 
.. JIU rn any similarities 
INlllvn you and your 
character? 
"I dlinkmycharacter is so mysterious 
and powemjil, which is definitely fun 
to bring to the stage, but I connect 
with her through her passion for 
wanting Edward 
to know the truth, 
because she sees the 
good in Jilin .• 
lL» 
Chantel Ceasar as 
ensemble member 
sophomore 
music major 
I 
If you couldn' play your 
part in "Big Ash," which 
character would you want 
tobe? 
"'I would want to play the giant. I 
would love to know how it feels to 
be tall for once." 
Max Ross as 
"Edward Bloom" 
sophomore 
theatre and finance major 
I 
"It's so diffeRnt than what we have 
done in the past. It is the perfect 
mix of heart-wrenching scenes and 
1De-12pping songs that 
get stuck in your head. 
It is a whole mess of 
fun and I guarantee 
that)W will oot regret 
seeing it." 
Olivia Dunn as 
"Josephine" 
,. ... 
theatre and Spldllb fllllJII' 
I 
What's your favorite thing 
about "Big Rsh"? 
"The family story behind the plo 
There are always moments wh 
bicker with members of our fiunily 
or we don't undenbmd why a family 
member acts a c:enain way, but'Big 
Fish' reminds us that there's~--
meaning behind the st.ories/actions. 
And you might ewrt futd that when 
you take the time to understand, it 
becomes what you love most." 
"One of the many themes woven 
into this show is, 'How would you 
live your life if you knew how it all 
ended already?' Guess what? For 
children of God, we do. So, why 
are we so afraid to step.~aoddo 
those seemifigly ~~ 
your life to the~. 
Brenna Bishop, 
Cllllng Stage Manager 
50Ahomore 
theatre disign/production 
major 
I 
WIiy altould people see 
•11g Rsh"? 
"<>.iiceche begins, the audien 
wiD~fall in love with eve 
~, ll'hile hearing a messa 
---~rid could really u 
rlgr.t now." 
For the full O&A with these "Big Rsh"·cast 
members, visit thelink.harding.edu. 
Q&A by DANIELLE TURNER 
Photo by EMILY GRIFFIN 
,/ 
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ATHLETICS 
by Jack Al/en 
Harding's Homecoming offers graduated athletes 
an opportunity to return home to 
meet with old teammates, coaches 
and other Bison alumni, as well as a 
chance to interact with and inspire 
current Bison athletes. 
Bisons Head Football Coach Paul 
Simmons played football for the 
Bisons from 1991 to 1994. During 
that time, he said the Homecoming 
football game was not nearly as big 
as it is now. 
"There. was no brotherhood walk," 
Simmons said. "The tailgating was 
very slim. There were a few faithful 
groups, but it was nothing like it 
. " 1s now. 
Simmons said he has no idea 
exactly how many former players plan 
to come back for the Hom oming 
game, but he is excited about the 
energy the larger crowd will bring. 
"You take our students, and you 
throw in all the alums that are here, 
a lot of them just for that one day 
and just the energy and passion that 
has [been] shown," Simmons said. 
"It means a lot to our guys." 
Homecoming also allows for 
members of the athletic department 
to reconnec;kSirnmons said h e is 
looking forward to seeing m'any ofhis 
former players come back to Searcy. 
"When you coach, you've got a 
kid for four or five years, and that 
guy becomes like a son," Simmons 
said. "When your son's been gone · 
for over a year, to get them to come 
back and hug them and love them 
is a huge deal." 
Across Gin Creek at Jerry Moore 
Field, the baseball team will host 
its annual alumni baseball game 
following the Homecoming football 
game. This is the second year the 
game will be played under the lights 
at Jerry Moore Field. 
Turnout for the event varies from 
year to year, according to Bisons Head 
Baseball Coach Patrick McGaha, 
but he says in recent years an average 
of 25 men show up to play in the 
pickup game. 
"It is just always neat to see the 
camaraderie of seeing that no matter 
how many years it 's been and no 
matter which coach you played for 
when you were here, they're still 
Bison baseball guys, and they love 
coming back and seeing each other," 
McGaha said. 
McGaha said in the past, he 
has invited alumni to come talk to 
the current team about some of the 
things they have experienced since 
graduating from Harding. 
"It is great to hear that after all 
these years, Bison baseball still has 
a positive influence on them, and it 
is still something they want to be a 
part of," McGaha said. 
· "When you coach ... that 
guy becomes like a son. 
When your son's been 
gone for over a year, to 
1 get them to come back 
and hug them and love 
them is a big deal." 
- Paul Simmons, 
head football coach 
Harding Head Men's Basketball 
Coach and Athletic Director Jeff 
Morgan said that outside of the 
high number of alumni on campus, 
Homecoming week is like most other 
weeks of the year. 
"[The coaches] are getting ready 
for another game," Morgan said. 
"They are trying to block out all the 
outside things going on and focus 
on getting their players ready. But, 
obviously, there's a lot of excitement 
around it." 
Simmons echoed Morgan's 
claim, saying his team is going about 
things just as they would every week 
However, he said he wants to be able 
to show the alumni that the team's 
spirit has not changed. 
"There certainly are more 
distractions, and they're all positive," 
Simmons said. "But we still have 
. .. to work really hard to make 
sure our guys are not caught up in 
Homecoming festivities as opposed 
to getting ready to play." 
BELOW: Beth Seay from the Office of Alumni and Parent 
Relations prepares flowers on Oct. 17 for the Heritage Circle 
Banquet. 
: 
. I I 
ABOVE: On Sept. 8, students and cheerleaders support 
the football team during the Walk of Brothers. The Alumni 
Walk of Brothers is tomorrow before the football game. 
Connection: everyone craves it, everyone seeks it and everyone aims for it whether they realize it or not. At Harding, connection 
happens every day; from hanging out in the student center after chapel, 
to club meetings, to dining with a friend in the cafeteria, there are 
always people making memories. 
Homecoming is the opportunity for anyone to look back on those 
memories and to come home again to be with those friends who ' 
are like family. For the parents of both current and future Bisons, 
Homecoming is a way to feel a part of their kids' lives and to get a 
glimpse of the connections that are possible at Harding. 
"For alumni, it's a time to come back and remember and to share 
the memories with classmates," Liz Howell, vice president of Alumni 
and Parent Relations, said. "We have something for everyone, from 
a petting zoo to inflatable games for young alums who have small 
children." 
Whether the alumni and parent relations staff is planning for the 
Heritage Circle Banquet - a time to induct the graduating class 
from 50 years ago - or the Black and Gold Banquet - an event 
of over 700 alumni - or a reunion for the class of '78 in President 
Bruce McLarty's backyard, Homecoming is about the connection. 
Getting everyone back to campus, however, requires-a lorof 
planning and organization. .., 
Heather Kemper, event and project director for Alumni ancl .,: 
Parent Relations, said the planning behind Homecoming is ab:>ut· 
constant contact. • • •• - , • 
Kemper said they ~~nd out about 60,00~ postca~ds•th[;ug_h, the 
mail to alumni, parents and friends of Harding. ·- . ~ ~ ~--• 
"We work on it for months, many, many months, ~K-emper-said:-
"We were sending out letters and working on things ja~t spring. It's 
easily a six-month long process. It's definitely somethingwej'e always- ·~ 
thinking about." .. • 
Andi Haney, director for Generation BU, a depar.tment focused ~ • 
on th~ graduates of the last 10 years, ha~ been plantiing the y.oung ·· ,.., 
alumni events for Homecoming as soon as the school }".e,.ru: began. No. ; ,. 
matter the weather, the alumni and parent relations sti.fuaid th'ef a.i:e:~ -: 
equipped with helpful hands to make Homecoming mp"·~-• .. ,. ,..,.,. 
"The good thing about Harding is: if something d~appen".the ~:-
day of, there are always people across campus inmfferent epartment; :.:.~,.:: 
willing to help you and make it runw'ell," Haney said .. .; ·• .,, . ,., 
Throughout all of the hard work andcountle~ hours spent pl'anning ... 
· for Homecoming, it is special to come back, according to Kemper. . ~ 
"I understand life is busy," Kemper said. "We're all busy, and we 
think we don't have time to carve out. Even just coming back to 
campus for a few hours is pretty significant. It's an accomplishment 
to come back." 
Haney said it is important for both the young and older alumni 
to come back. 
"It's just another way for us to show that we love them and we're 
thankful that they attended Harding but to also let them know they 
are still apart of the Harding family," Haney said. 
PARENT & 
ALUMNI 
RELATIONS 
l?NYSICAL 
RESOURCES 
by Kaleb Turne,r 
H arding Physical Resources began preparing for the fall semester's biggest weekend long before visitors, parents, all.lII)Ili and prospective 
students started making their way to campus.According to Danny DeRamus, 
director of physical resources, events like Homecoming require more time 
preparing than they actually do on the week of the event. SOCIAL CLUBS 
"There are things that are started months in advance to get things ready 
for Homecoming,"DeRamus said. "Usually, the week ofis more making sure 
everything is maintained, and if there's an emergency of any kind, we try to 
get to it really q~ck." 
Work (or Homecoming began two months ago, according to DeRarnus, 
with han8!Jlg new signs in the Rhodes-Reaves Field House. Closer to the 
weekend, they are responsible for making the Homecoming magic happen 
- setting up events on the Front Lawn, preparing bouncy houses at the 
tailgate and running electricity to outdoor event spaces. They also work with 
University Communications and Marketing to hang banners and signs 
throughout campus. 
Mart:us Barnett, facility services supervisor for physical resources, said they 
wilhitillze approximatdy 565 tables and 850 chairs for indoor and outdoor 
festivities at the Ganus Activities Complex. 
Their hard work is not just a testament to the big events and eye-catchers 
during Homecoming weekend. DeRarnus said they make sure even the smallest 
details are attended to, details like realigning ceiling tiles and fixing cracked 
floor tiles in the David B. Burks American Heritage Building. 
"Basically, [ our responsibility] is to make all the ideas everybody has come 
to life,"DeRamus said. 
565 tables & 850 chairs utilized for 
tailgate Homecoming festivities 
Homecoming celebrations for physical resources are a week longer than 
everyone else's, too. The department helps coordinate and prepare for Harding 
Academy's Homecoming celebrations and festivities, which take place the 
week before the university's. After the academy's celebration, there is no rest 
for the behind-the-scenes group, who begin cleaning and preparing First 
Security Stadium for fans who will fill the stands and the Bisons who will 
take to the field 
If they do not have capabilities in-house to carry out a task, DeRarnus 
said they will rely on outside service providers to get the job done. 
"We have the expertise, and if not, we know who has the expertise to fix 
anything or take care of any issue that we have," DeRamus said. 
No job is too big or too small for the group of dedicated staff in physical 
resources who make the behind- the-scenes magic happen on campus this 
weekend. 
TOP RIGHT: Bob Barnett, preventative maintenance service 
specialist for Physical Resources, hangs a sign at the Brackett 
Library on Oct. 16. 
by Erin Floyd 
Leading up to Homecoming weekend, each women's social club and other 
student organizations nominate a member 
of their club to run for Homecoming 
queen. At the beginning of the week during 
chapel, all final nominees are announced to 
the rest of the student body, and a second 
voting will take place, which is open to all 
students. The queen will be announced on 
the Homecoming court during the Harding 
Bison football game, which starts at 2 p.m. 
tomorrow. 
Senior Mallory Harrison will be balancing 
a busy schedule throughout the weekend 
as she is involved with the marching band, 
orchestra and Homecoming court. 
"I'm part of the Homecoming musical 
pit orchestra . .. so we'll have rehearsals 
all week leading up to it, and then we'll 
have the shows on Thursday, Friday and 
Saturday," Harrison said. "The game will be 
interesting because I'm part of the marching 
band, too, so I'll be changing from my band 
uniform to my dress and then back into my 
band uniform. It will be wild, but it will be 
lots of fun." 
In addition to tailgating, some Harding 
social clubs will be having events specifically 
for their alumni. Men's social club Sub T-16 
will be hosting their annual alumni breakfut, 
where alumni and current members will 
gather for a meal Saturday morning. 
UNIVERSITY 
COMMUNICATIONS 
& MARKETING 
by Emily Nicks 
Informational and directional signs. Digital monitors around campus. The 
Harding App and website. All platforms 
of social media. One department on 
campus pulls together all these aspects 
and more: University Communications 
and Marketing (UCM). 
UCM plays a large role in Harding 
events such as Homecoming and Spring 
Sing. For this year's Homecoming, the 
department designed and is producing 
over 100 different signs to_ denote different 
features of the week such as reunions, 
banquets, the tailgate and more . The 
office is also responsible for programs 
and handouts distributed throughout 
the w eekend. 
Director of M arketing C andice 
Moore works directly with the many 
print products that UCM produces for 
Homecoming. She said UCM provides 
a sense of cohesiveness for the whole 
weekend. 
"[Without UCM,J I think it would be 
a little harder to navigate without clear 
instructions and schedules,"Moore said. 
"Our whole UCM team pours our heart 
and soul into working with Parent and 
Alumni Relations, Physical Resources, 
Admissions, (Campus Activities Board] 
and others to make Homecoming the 
best it can be." 
Director of Digital Media Hannah 
Owens is responsible for Harding's social 
media and web content as well as other 
digital aspects ofUCM. She said while 
much of UCM's Homecoming work 
occurs in the weeks leading up to the 
big weekend, her job gets particularly 
busy during the events themselves. 
"Me and my team of student workers 
will be out and about showcasing the 
events of Homecoming on lnstagram 
stories and on Facebook and Twitter 
and really showing people the wide 
range of activities that kind of fits all 
the needs," Owens said. "My job is .. . 
to make sure that the content we're 
putting out is communicating that and is 
making everybody feel like they belong 
at Harding, especially Homecoming 
weekend." 
Owens said events such as Homecoming 
warrant elevated efrorts to pursue perfectiolL 
Last year's Homecoming webpage 
garnered 8,904 views from Oct. 8-21. 
With so much exposure, UCM strives 
to have everything running smoothly. 
"Our office is always trying to look 
for ways to make things better," Owens 
Senior Josh Walker, alumni relations 
director for Sub T-16, said he is looking 
forward ·to having alumni and members 
together to share old memories and make 
ncwones. 
"It's something I look forward to every 
year becaUse it's a time when you get the 
whole club together," Walker said. "You 
have alumni [ who are] coming, and they 
get a chance to see where the club is now, 
where it is a few years later and . . . the way 
it's grown and possibly changed." 
Women's social club Zeta Rho is also 
hosting a "ZP H omecoming Tea" for their 
alumni to get together and visit with one 
another and current members before the 
Homecoming tailgate on Saturday. Senior 
Abbie Lippinoott, Zeta Roos alumni relation.5 
director, is hoping this year's tea will catch 
on as an annual alumni event. Both Walker 
and Lippincott agreed that connections with 
alumni are important for their social club. 
"These are the women that helped make 
our club what it is today," Lippincott said. 
"The [alumni] want to know what's going 
on and be able to support and pray for 
something that meant so much to them 
during their time at Harding. They still get 
excited about Zeta Rho winning a game or 
getting new beaux, and having women that 
some of us haven't even met supporting us 
is such a cool thing." 
said. "With each passing year after every 
big event, we, maybe not formally, but 
we always evaluate: how did it go, and 
can we change for next time? Because 
with such a giant undertaking of an 
event, there's always going to be things 
[ to improve]." 
Homec~ming preparation in UCM 
offices began in mid-September and did 
not slow down as the event approached. 
This weekend, keep an eye out for the 
various products, signs and digital 
outlets that draw the many corners of 
Homecoming together. Moore captured 
it best in her description of how UCM 
affects one of the biggest weekends at 
Harding. 
'Wehelp add the SUJJe to Homeooming," 
Moore said. 
ABtNE:. On Oct. 17, 1he UCM breaks 
out their new signs in preparation 
for Homecoming. The office made 
ewer 100 aigrlS along with programs 
and handouts for the weekend. 
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FRIDAY lg 
D Homecommg Art Show 
(98 a.m.- ?JO p.m. 
tJ Stevens Art Gallery 1 
□Chapel 
cg 9 or 10 a.m. 
Ll George S. Benson Auditonum 
D Fmth and Business Symposium 
(99 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
tJ Mabee Business ~Uilding 
[] Chorus Rehearsal 
cgNoon · 
tJ Reynolds Center Ml06 
D Good News Smgers 
(9~ p.m 
~ cJ Mclnteer Rotunda 
D Homecommg Musical "Big Fish" 
C98 p.m. 
el George S. Benson AuJilonum 
-SATURDAY-2-0 D Campus Tour 
cg 10 a.m. 
tJ Hentage Lobby 
D Homecommg Art Show 
cg 10:~5 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
cJ Stevens Art Gallery I 
D Harding hJthors Book Sigmng 
cg 10:~5 a.m. - Noon 
LJ Hammon Stu~ent Center 
D Inflatable Games 
cg 10:~5 a.m. - l~S p.m. 
cJ Ganus Adivibes Complex 
D Belles and Beaux 
C9II a.m. 
tJ Admimstrabon Audilonum 
D Pied Pipers· Performance 
C9 II a.m. 
tJ Henlage Auditonum 
J 
D Tailgating 
(5) II a.m. - 2 p.m. 
tJ Bison ~ark 
D Bison Football Game 
(92 p.m. 
tJ first Secunty StadiUm 
D Homecoming Musical "Big fiSh" 
(98 p.m. 
tJ George S. Benson Auditonum 
-TO - DO LIST-
□ Buy "Big Fish" Tickets 
m the alumm office: $18 
D Pick~ football game bc~ts 
at the gate: SlO 
D Go to club/orgamzahon reunmn 
( more mf ormalion onlme at 
www.hardmg.edu/homecommg) · 
D Oo homework at some pQint - .. . . , :· 
' . . 
I ________ ____. 
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